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New SIRUI L-20S Monopod Tilt Head
Adds Functionality and Value to Your Monopod
A monopod is a very valuable tool for photographers. It allows you to shoot with long telephoto
lenses that are impossible to hand hold and lets you shoot in low-light situations without having to
greatly increase the ISO of your camera.
Monopods offer great flexibility, but, to get the most from your monopod, you need a head that
will provide smooth tilting action, high load capacity and a solid locking mechanism. Look
no further than the SIRUI L-20S Monopod Tilt Head!
With the ability to hold up to 55.1 lb. (25 kg.), the SIRUI L-20S Monopod Tilt Head can be used
with large, fast telephoto and zoom lenses for sports and fast moving action situations!
The SIRUI L-20S is a very rugged, stable, compact head that makes shooting with any monopod
easy and convenient. The large tilt lock knob and calibrated tilt scale make handling and
adjustments fast and repeatable.
The patented, SIRUI designed Dual Safety Lock Platform and SIRUI Quick Release Plate
(included) prevent the camera from accidentally sliding off of the monopod head, when the quick
release clamp is slightly loosened. It offers superior locking performance and reliability. Most
Arca-compatible quick release plates can be used on the L-20S (Note: safety lock design not
available from other brands).
The SIRUI L-20S Monopod Head can be attached onto 3/8 inch mounting screws.
If you need to rotate the Quick Release Platform 90° - when using L-Brackets, camera specific
Quick Release Plates or for creative control – the SIRUI L-20S has your solution! Simply unscrew
the QR Platform, lift and turn the Platform 90° and retighten the screw. Fast, easy and
convenient!
When you shoot with heavier equipment – super telephoto lenses, Pro camera bodies – that’s
when the heavy-duty SIRUI L-20S really shines! Its larger build handles the biggest lenses with
ease. And as an added bonus, the SIRUI L-20S has a panning base, so you can smoothly and
easily follow the action – whether you’re using a tripod or monopod. For total peace of mind, the
ultra-rugged, high performance SIRUI L-20S is the ultimate choice!
When you combine the solid, compact design of SIRUI Monopods with the versatility of the
SIRUI L-20S Monopod Tilt Head, you have an unbeatable support system at an equally
unbeatable price!
Expected Street Price: $159.95

Features:
1. Calibrated 180° tilt head
2. Large, easy-to-grip locking knob
3. Screws onto the 3/8 inch mounting screw of all monopods or tripods
4. The Arca-compatible Quick Release Platform can be rotated 90°
5. Smooth 360° panning base
6. Includes SIRUI Quick Release plate
Included in the box: Monopod head, TY-70-2 Quick Release plate, case, instruction
manual, warranty card.

As with all Sirui Products the new SIRUI L-20S come with a 6-year U.S. warranty when purchased
from a U.S. Authorized SIRUI Dealer.
Sirui Products are distributed in the U.S exclusively by Argraph Corporation and are available from
retailers nationwide.
About Argraph:
Argraph Corporation and its subsidiaries are leading manufacturers and distributors of
photographic and imaging products since 1953. Headquartered in Carlstadt, NJ, Argraph offers
unique and innovative products through retailers across the country, and around the world.
Additional information is available at www.argraph.com.
About Sirui:
SIRUI Photographic Equipment Industry Co., Ltd, founded in 2001, has quickly become one of
the leading manufacturers of photographic equipment. Located in Zhongshan, in the southern
part of the Pearl River Delta, they specialize in the manufacture of professional tripods,
monopods, ball heads and related accessories. By continuously investing in advanced tooling,
innovative technologies and precision machinery - in concert with a highly trained design and
engineering team - SIRUI is able to produce high quality products from design concept to parts
manufacture to final assembly.

Click here for additional information on the SIRUI L-20S
Click HERE for information about our complete SIRUI Product Line

